Transplant surgery and the obese patient: special considerations

Abstract: Perhaps as a consequence of increased obesity in the general population, the likelihood of obese patients receiving kidney transplants has more than doubled. Obesity confers increased risk for graft loss and death among renal transplant recipients. However, the relationship of changes in body weight and composition to outcome on the transplant waitlist and posttransplantation are not straightforward. Strategies to manage weight in the waitlisted and post-kidney transplantation patient must be performed in the context of a multidisciplinary approach and individualized to risk factors in particular patients. While retrospective studies offer considerable insight into the relationship between obesity and kidney transplant outcome, causal inferences must be made with great caution.
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Introduction

Obesity is an increasingly common comorbidity in patients with chronic renal diseases with up to 60% of patients being obese or overweight at the time of transplant. The weight gain 1 year after successful renal transplantation averages approximately 8 kg.

We discuss the impact of both pretransplant obesity and posttransplant obesity on outcomes following renal transplantation. We offer general guidelines that may help the treating physician manage the obesity in the context of optimizing graft and patient survival.

Definitions

The most widely accepted classification of obesity is based on the anthropometric parameter body mass index (BMI), defined as body weight in kilograms divided by height in meters squared. BMIs between 18.5 and 24.9 kg/m² represent normal weight, BMIs between 25 and 29.9 kg/m² represent overweight, and BMIs greater than 30 kg/m² represent obesity. Cause-specific mortality such as cardiovascular (CV) death starts rising with BMIs exceeding 25 kg/m². Much of the literature examining the relationship between BMI and mortality suggests a curvilinear relationship where mortality risk is highest among the heaviest and the leanest.

Abdominal obesity, defined by a waist–hip ratio >0.9 in women and >1.0 in men connotes the preponderance of intraabdominal fat in the adiposity. This phenotype is associated with a greater prevalence of the most important complications of obesity, namely hypertension (HTN), insulin resistance, diabetes, and hyperlipidemia in men and women, as well as addition hyperandrogenism in women. One study suggests that
the waist–hip ratio as a classifier of the pattern of adiposity may also be more useful than just the BMI in transplanted patients.4 BMI unfortunately does not provide information about muscle mass and body composition. Compounding this issue further is that increased adiposity, even among long-term survivors of kidney transplants with good renal function, is accompanied by relatively low muscle mass.5

**Epidemiology**

The prevalence of obesity continues to increase globally and in developed countries it can be as high as 20%.6 In the USA, 34.9% of adults aged >20 years are obese.7 The prevalence of obesity in the kidney transplant population has more than doubled.8 Several factors may account for these trends: 1) increased transplantation among older type 2 diabetics, most of whom are obese; 2) improved management of end-stage renal disease (ESRD) with better preservation of nutrition and hence weight gain during dialysis; 3) improved sense of wellbeing after transplantation with an increase in appetite and hence food intake and weight; and 4) declining levels of physical activity as a secular trend.9 In the chronic renal failure and dialysis populations from whom transplant candidates are selected, obese patients in contrast to their leaner counterparts tend to exhibit fewer manifestations of protein energy malnutrition.9 It has also been demonstrated that hemodialysis patients with decreased baseline fat and decreasing body fat over time have increased mortality.10 This observation points to better survival in this population where malnutrition and its inevitable accompaniment, infection, is one of the major contributors to death. This phenomenon stands in direct opposition to the situation in the general population where obesity is clearly a risk factor for excess CV mortality, often termed the risk factor paradox or reverse epidemiology of obesity in uremia.9 In contrast to the relationship of BMI to mortality in the ESRD population, higher BMIs have been shown to be associated with increased patient mortality in transplantation, a pattern similar to that observed in the general population.11

**Pathophysiologic considerations**

In the general population, obesity portends poor health and longevity as it is an independent risk factor for CV disease and clusters almost inextricably with other risk factors for CV disease and progressive renal insufficiency such as HTN, hyperlipidemia, and insulin resistance.12 Obesity is also independently associated with abnormalities of coronary circulation in the population at large.12 Obesity has been linked to the development of focal and segmental glomerulosclerosis and obesity-related glomerulopathy characterized by glomerulomegaly with proteinuria and progressive loss of renal function. In addition, obesity has been implicated in the progression of primary renal disease in the general population.13,14 Proteinuria and progressive renal insufficiency have been reported in obese patients undergoing nephrectomy for reasons other than kidney donation.15 Given that in the transplant patient hyperfiltration is a necessary and given accompaniment of functional adaptation, obesity could potentially be implicated in posttransplant renal dysfunction.16 A number of factors can mediate decreased long-term renal allograft survival.17

Increased BMI has been linked to decreased short-term graft survival.18 Increased BMI at transplantation could potentially decrease long-term allograft survival by adverse effects on patient survival or by independent effects on the allograft itself. Obesity has been associated with a prothrombotic and inflammatory state that could impact early graft function leading to delayed graft function (DGF).19,20 Independent effects of obesity on the allograft could in turn be due to either increased metabolic demand (donor/recipient size disparity) or potentially relate to immunosuppressant drug concentrations.19,21 Initial dosing of the calcineurin inhibitors (CNIs) with their attendant nephrotoxic effects may be determined by body weight, thereby increasing the potential for relative overdosing in some instances.22,23

**Obesity and its impact on short-term sequelae of renal transplantation**

**Perioperative complications**

In the general population, obesity does increase the risk of perioperative complications such as deep vein thrombosis, delayed wound healing, wound infections, and hernias.24 These risks can be logically expect to transfer to the ESRD patients with the reasonable expectation that malnutrition, immunosuppression, and coexisting CV morbidity could compound the overall risk.

The risk of wound infections in recipients with BMIs exceeding 30 kg/m² is increased fourfold compared to normal-weight group.25,26 Obese transplant subjects also have an increased incidence of reintubation and intensive care unit admission and increased length of hospital.24,27

**Early complications**

DGF and acute rejection are two significant complications in the early posttransplant period (summary provided in Table 1).
Table 1 Early complications: studies and possible mechanisms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complications</th>
<th>Studies</th>
<th>Possible mechanisms explaining relationship of outcome to obesity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Delayed graft function     | 1. Gill et al<sup>28</sup>  
2. Modlin et al<sup>27</sup>  
3. Meier-Kriesche et al<sup>11</sup>  
4. Molnar et al<sup>13</sup>  
5. Curran et al<sup>22</sup> | Operating time and prolonged revascularization due to anatomic constraints  
No reason mentioned  
Higher prothrombotic and inflammatory state  
Technical challenges, prothrombotic state  
Inadequate exposure to calcineurin inhibitors  
Increased warm ischemia time  
Possible issues of weight make dosing challenging especially of induction agent, specifically, rabbit antithymocyte globulin |
| Acute rejections           | Curran et al<sup>22</sup>                   | Retrospective study, no mechanisms provided                        |
| Post-transplant hypertension | Kasiske et al<sup>24</sup>                 |                                                                    |

The role of obesity in the development of DGF (usually defined as requirement for dialysis in the 1st week after renal transplantation) is uncertain. Single-center studies of cadaveric renal transplantation showed an increased DGF risk with BMIs exceeding 36 kg/m<sup>2</sup>. Explanations for the association between recipient obesity and DGF include prolonged total operating time and prolonged revascularization due to anatomic constraints.<sup>28,29</sup> Other studies do not report an association between obesity and DGF.<sup>30</sup> In an analysis of primary adult renal transplants reported to the United States Renal Data System (USRDS), BMIs in excess of 36 kg/m<sup>2</sup> conferred an increased risk for DGF (relative risk [RR] =1.51; 95% confidence interval [CI] 1.27–1.85). No significant associations between BMI and acute rejection episodes were noted in this study.<sup>11</sup> In a study of more than 11,000 patients whose BMIs on dialysis were known, obesity was reported as an independent correlate of DGF. The average BMI of those with DGF in this study was 28.0 kg/m<sup>2</sup> vs 26.6 kg/m<sup>2</sup> among those without DGF. The relative odds of DGF with increasing BMI was 1.3 compared to the reference group of those with BMIs of 22–24 kg/m<sup>2</sup>.<sup>10</sup> A study by Curran et al showed increasing proportion of patients with DGF as BMI increased (proportion of patients with DGF in the <20, 20–24.9, 25–29.9, 30–34.9, and >35 kg/m<sup>2</sup> BMI groups were 15.3%, 17.5%, 19.3%, 25.5%, and 37.2%, respectively, <i>P</i>&lt;0.001).<sup>12</sup> Unfortunately, none of these studies examined the use of depleting antibody induction or machine perfusion of kidneys, both of which could influence the incidence and clinical course of DGF. In summary, recipient obesity may predispose to DGF especially at the upper extreme of obesity.

The relationship between early DGF and long-term graft loss is not straightforward and may be influenced by better selection and therapeutic management. Nicoletto et al, in a recent meta-analysis, showed that obese patients have increased risk of DGF but also interestingly found that obesity was not a risk factor for graft loss, death by CV disease, and all-cause mortality in the recent years of transplantation (after 2003). The exact cause of this shift is not known at this time but could be explained by better immunosuppressive regimens, better control of comorbid conditions, and gain of experience in kidney transplantation.<sup>33</sup>

Most older studies did not demonstrate associations between obesity and acute rejection episodes both early and late;<sup>31,34,35</sup> however, a recent study suggests that the probability of biopsy proven acute rejection is highest among the obese. This may potentially relate to immunosuppression dosing especially with regard to induction agents.<sup>32</sup>

Post-transplant hypertension (HTN) complicates majority of the transplants (up to 90%) in the CNI era.<sup>36</sup> Pretransplant obesity is a major risk factor for the development and persistence of HTN posttransplantation. Given that HTN is closely tied to graft survival, its occurrence with greater frequency in the obese recipient deserves close attention.

**Posttransplant hyperlipidemia**

The etiology of posttransplant hyperlipidemia is multifactorial and includes CNIs, corticosteroid use, genetic predisposition, uncontrolled diabetes mellitus (DM), and other immunosuppressants such as sirolimus. One of the early descriptions of hyperlipidemia in renal transplant patients, and those on dialysis and uremic subjects, noted the contribution of obesity to hyperlipidemia.<sup>37,38</sup> Carvalho and Soares studied the relationships between BMI and lipid levels in 72 renal transplant recipients. Pretransplant BMIs were greater in the hypercholesterolemic recipients (25.6±4.1 vs 23.8±3.2 kg/m<sup>2</sup>; <i>P</i>=0.04). Furthermore, even in this small study, the authors were able to show that the risk of doubling of serum creatinine was significantly higher in the high cholesterol group; no differences in graft loss were noted in the reported follow-up.
period across lipid levels and BMI strata. It has also been shown that the use of lipid-lowering therapy can lower the incidence of cardiac events in the transplant recipient. Based on the foregoing information it is probably reasonable to surmise that one must at the very least expect hyperlipidemia in the obese renal transplant recipient and treat it with appropriate measures.

**Insulin resistance and new-onset diabetes after transplant**

Obesity is a recognized contributor to the development of insulin resistance and is strongly associated with type II DM in the general population. The association between insulin resistance, obesity, and DM persists after successful transplantation with the added effects of glucocorticoids and CNIs. Both impaired insulin secretion and decreased sensitivity to insulin are the central underpinnings of new-onset diabetes after transplant (NODAT). The incidence of NODAT may be higher in patients treated with tacrolimus than with cyclosporine. Numerous studies have demonstrated that obesity is an independent risk factor in the development of NODAT and that this risk increases with time in the obese transplant recipient. In an analysis of USRDS data, obesity was an independent risk factor for the development of NODAT (RR = 1.73; P < 0.0011). Cosio et al reported that 20% of 1,811 renal transplant recipients followed for 8 years on average developed NODAT. Those developing NODAT had significantly higher BMIs at time of transplantation (NODAT: 29±7 kg/m²; no NODAT: 25.9±6.5 kg/m²; P < 0.001). A study looked at 490 kidney transplant recipients who were not diagnosed with diabetes pretransplant, were transplanted between 1998 and 2003, and were followed for up to 4 years. Within 1 week posttransplant, 45% of recipients had abnormal fasting blood sugars between 100 and 125 mg/dL and 21% had NODAT (fasting blood glucose ≥ 126). At 1 year posttransplant, 33% of patients had impaired fasting glyemia and 13% had NODAT. Significant risk factors for hyperglycemia at 1 year included: (along with higher BMI) older recipient, male sex, higher pretransplant blood glucose, and higher blood glucose 1 week posttransplant (P < 0.002 for each of the risk factors by multivariate analyses). During a follow-up period of up to 4 years, 12% of recipients suffered CV events. Increasing fasting glucose levels (>100 mg/dL) at 1, 4, and/or 12 months posttransplant were significantly related to CV events (posttransplant cardiac events P = 0.001, and peripheral vascular disease events P = 0.003). Furthermore, this relationship between fasting blood sugar and CV events was independent of all other CV-risk factors, such as older age, pretransplant CV disease or event, male sex, dyslipidemia, and transplant vintage. Obesity likely contributes to CV events in transplant recipients through its relationship to metabolic syndrome. Prasad et al compared five definitions of metabolic syndrome and found that the World Health Organization 1998 definition predicted major acute CV events (MACE) 3 months posttransplant as well as time to MACE when comparing metabolic syndrome patients vs non-metabolic syndrome patients. There were 25.3 events/1,000 patient years in metabolic syndrome patients vs 15.5 events/1,000 patient years in non-metabolic syndrome patients. Time to MACE was 5.5±3.5 years with metabolic syndrome patients vs 6.8±3.9 years without metabolic syndrome (P < 0.0001). They also found that among metabolic syndrome components, dysglycemia provided the greatest hazard ratio (HR) for MACE (1.81; 95% CI 1.26–2.6), increased successively by microalbuminuria (HR 1.946; 95% CI 1.37–2.75), dyslipidemia (HR 3.284; 95% CI 1.72–6.26), HTN (HR 4.127; 95% CI 2.16–7.86), and central obesity (HR 4.282; 95% CI 2.09–8.86). Microalbuminuria provided the greatest incremental increase in hazard over dysglycemia alone.

**Impact of obesity on graft and patient survival after kidney transplantation**

Does mild obesity affect long-term outcome of solitary renal transplants (Table 2)? This question was addressed in a single-center study of renal transplant recipients performed in the USA. The risk of graft loss and death were highest in the most obese and the leanest subjects. This is in sharp contrast to the pattern seen in the general population. Significant risk factors associated with graft loss were BMI > 25 kg/m², cadaveric donor status, acute rejection episode, and use of azathioprine as opposed to mycophenolate mofetil. The major cause of death in both BMI groups was infection followed by CV death with a trend toward more infectious death in the BMI > 25 kg/m² group. When censored for death, the major independent risk factor for graft loss was chronic rejection. Death-censored graft loss trended higher in the BMI > 25 kg/m² group independent of race, acute rejection, serum cholesterol, Cyclosporine levels, or other covariates.

To address the hypothesis that obesity affected long-term graft survival independent of patient death, and to investigate the effects of obesity on cause-specific mortality in renal transplantation, an analysis of USRDS data was conducted. The overarching results are indicated in the Figures 1–5. Risk
Table 2  Impact of obesity on graft and patient survival: studies and proposed mechanisms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Study critique/proposed mechanisms in the study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meier-Kriesche et al</td>
<td>Seven-year graft survival worse in patients with BMI &gt;25 kg/m²</td>
<td>Retrospective single-center study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meier-Kriesche et al</td>
<td>Risk of graft failure higher in patients with BMI &lt;18 kg/m², and exponentially higher above BMI of 36 kg/m²</td>
<td>USRDS data base study (51,927 patients from 1988 to 1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased patient mortality in patients with BMI &lt;18 kg/m² and above 34 kg/m²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gore et al</td>
<td>Risk of graft failure highest if BMI &lt;18 kg/m² and &gt;35 kg/m², and higher death-censored and all-cause graft failure in patients with BMI &gt;35 kg/m²</td>
<td>USRDS database study (27,377 patients from 1997–1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No difference in patient survival</td>
<td>Increased adipocytokines like leptin play a role*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Higher levels of transforming growth factor β*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Higher levels of angiotensin II and plasminogen activator inhibitor I, which cause endothelial injury*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannon et al</td>
<td>Risk of graft failure higher among patients with BMI &gt;35 kg/m²</td>
<td>USRDS database study that included 81,329 patients from 2004–2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No difference in patient survival</td>
<td>Greater tendency of obese patients to get deceased donor organ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Higher DGF rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curran et al</td>
<td>Risk of graft failure higher in patients with BMI &gt;35 kg/m²</td>
<td>Retrospective single-center observational cohort study with 1,151 patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patient survival worse in patients with BMI &gt;35 kg/m²</td>
<td>Higher DGF and antibody-mediated rejections</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Biologically plausible mechanisms mentioned, but cannot be inferred from the data presented.

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; DGF, delayed graft function; USRDS, United States Renal Data System.

for graft loss, death, and death-censored graft loss are highest at extremes of BMI.

In contrast to these findings, Howard et al reporting on a single-center study did not show any effects of recipient obesity at the time of transplantation on graft or patient survival; only a higher incidence of posttransplant diabetes was noted in recipients with BMIs exceeding 35 kg/m². In this study, it should be pointed out that only 98 patients had BMIs in excess of 30 kg/m² as opposed to 457 with BMIs less than 25 kg/m² and 278 with BMIs between 25 and 30 kg/m². These findings could, however, represent lack of power.

With regard to infectious death, there was a very strong association of the RR for this endpoint both with very low and elevated BMIs. Again, the relationship was a curvilinear
U-shaped one with the interval free of significant risk between BMIs of 22 and 30 kg/m² (Figure 6).

Interestingly, BMI was significantly associated with the RR for DGF. The RR for DGF increased gradually with increasing BMI and was greatest for BMIs exceeding 36 kg/m² (RR = 1.51; 95% CI 1.27–1.85). For DGF, the BMI, <18 kg/m² group exhibited a 22% lower RR when compared to the reference group (RR = 0.78; 95% CI 0.60–0.98). In contrast, no significant association between BMI and the odds ratio for acute rejection episodes within the first 6 months posttransplantation were demonstrable.

This study was thus able to show that recipient BMI is a strong independent risk factor both for patient mortality and graft failure independent of patient death after renal transplantation. As described above, the relationship between BMI and mortality after renal transplantation exhibits a U-shaped pattern that is similar to that observed in the general population. Gore et al using the United Network for Organ sharing (UNOS) database have also shown that obesity in the renal transplant recipient is associated with decreased allograft survival.18

A study from Brazil by Moreira et al showed that overweight and obese recipients presented significantly lower estimated glomerular filtration rate (GFR) at 5 years posttransplantation (P<0.002) but no statistically significant differences were found in patients or grafts survivals. Underweight and obese recipients presented a higher incidence of early graft loss. Obese patients 1 year after transplantation have a significantly higher incidence of NODAT and a trend toward a higher incidence of acute rejection in the 5th year of follow-up.46

The UNOS database was examined from 2004 to 2009 to look at the impact of obesity on renal transplantation outcomes. Weight classes were stratified as: non-obese (BMI <30 kg/m²), class I obese (BMI ≥30 and <35 kg/m²), class II obese (BMI ≥35 and <40 kg/m²), and class III obese

Figure 3 Relative risk for chronic allograft failure by body mass index.

Figure 4 Relative risk for death with functioning graft by body mass index.

Figure 5 Relative risk for death with functioning graft by body mass index.

Figure 6 Relative risk for infectious death by body mass index.
(BMI ≥40 kg/m²). Recipient BMI was associated with an increased risk of DGF, with odds ratios of 1.34, 1.68, and 2.68 in the class I obese, class II obese, and class III obese groups, respectively. After controlling for potential confounders, class I obese patients were interestingly found to have a reduced hazard for death compared with their non-obese counterparts (HR 0.92; P=0.025) and class II and III were not statistically significantly associated with lower patient survival. The conclusion was that BMI >40 kg/m² was the strongest independent risk factor for DGF (odds ratio 2.68).

Death-censored graft survival is a parameter that measures graft survival independent of patient death. Thus, relationships of BMI with this parameter do not reflect the overall mortality risk conferred by a mere increase in mortality risk. Given the intrinsic proclivity of the obese to proteinuria, glomerulosclerosis, and progressive loss of renal function, it is quite possible that obesity could be a significant mediator of chronic allograft failure. However, given the close clustering of obesity with comorbidities that can affect the allograft, “purer” effects of obesity that mediate graft loss such as hyperfiltration and a consequent glomerulopathy need to be explored in greater depth.

Armstrong et al have shown in a prospective study of 90 renal transplant recipients followed to 2 years that the prevalence of central obesity, impaired glucose tolerance, hyperlipidemia, and HTN at 2 years increased with increasing BMI. Importantly, progression of proteinuria over time was strongly associated with increased BMI. Interestingly, in their study, progressive decline in estimated GFR (modified diet in renal disease) was not associated with BMI in the 2-year follow-up. These findings are of considerable interest in that one would expect progression of proteinuria to precede declining GFR if indeed hyperfiltration is a significant mediator of obesity-induced attrition of renal function.

Weight gain following successful kidney transplantation is frequent and occurs in up to 50% of recipients. In the emaciated recipient it may represent the restoration of appetite and nutrition; in others it may represent the effects of steroid-induced obesity. Steroids have been blamed for most obesity that follows transplantation. However, pretransplant obesity is the major precedent to posttransplant obesity. Other risk factors include younger age, African American race, and female sex. Weight gain posttransplant in the 1st year is independent of cumulative steroid dose, donor source, rejection episodes, or posttransplant renal function; after the 1st year, cumulative steroid dose is the primary determinant of weight gain. The relationship between steroid use and weight gain posttransplantation has been eloquently illustrated in a randomized controlled trial comparing early corticosteroid withdrawal with maintenance corticosteroids (5 mg/day of prednisone). The mean change in body weight at 5 years among those on steroids averaged 7 kg and was not significantly different between the groups.

Does weight gain affect outcomes?

While obesity and overweight at the time of transplantation affect outcome, less is known about outcomes when weight gain follows transplantation. Feldman et al, in a cohort study conducted between 1985 and 1990 with up to 5 years of follow-up, reported that the adjusted RR of allograft failure for a 15 kg increase in recipient body weight was 1.47, P<0.0001 (95% CI 1.21–1.78) and the adjusted RR for a 10-unit increase in recipient BMI was 2.34, P<0.0001 (95% CI 1.53–3.58). The complexity of these issues has been underscored in recent years by studies that have merged patient-level data from a large dialysis organization in the USA with posttransplant data. The advantage of this novel approach is the linking of rich, granular patient-level data with Scientific Registry of Transplant Patients data. Predialysis creatinine values averaged over a 13-week period were used as surrogates of muscle mass. Postdialysis body weights were used to compute BMIs. Compared to patients with pretransplant 3-month-averaged serum creatinine of 8–10 mg/dL, those with 3-month-averaged serum creatinine of <4 mg/dL exhibited a 2.2-fold higher risk of achieving the combined outcome of death or graft failure whereas those with time-averaged creatinine of 14 mg/dL or above exhibited 22% better graft and patient survival. In another study using the same database, Molnar et al examined the association of BMI with weight loss and mortality among waitlisted hemodialysis patients censored at the time of transplantation. They showed that each 1 kg/m² increase in BMI was associated with a relative hazard for death of 0.96 (95% CI 0.95–0.97). Compared to the lowest creatinine quintile, the fourth and fifth quintiles exhibited lower relative hazard for death (fourth quintile, HR 0.75; 95% CI 0.66–0.86; fifth quintile, HR 0.57; 95% CI 0.49–0.66). Compared to those with minimal weight change, ie, less than ±1 kg over a 6-month period, those with 3–5 kg and ≥5 kg weight loss exhibited significantly increased relative hazard for death at 1.31 (95% CI 1.14–1.52) and 1.51 (95% CI 1.30–1.75), respectively. Similar associations were observed with regard to creatinine changes over time.
The authors concluded that waitlisted patients with lower BMI or muscle mass, and/or unintentional weight loss or loss of muscle mass, may be at increased risk for death on the waitlist. Several issues need to be pondered with regard to these conclusions. The first is that the exact basis for weight loss or gain in such observational studies (i.e., whether intentional or reflective of disease processes such as uremic cachexia, malignancy, overall debility, or infection) cannot be discerned. The next concern surrounds the method of censoring at the time of transplantation. This has the potential to bias the results as those patients who lost or gained weight rapidly may well have been considered unfit for transplant and could well have remained waitlisted but not considered active, and thus were never transplanted. Lastly, large shifts in body weight may well reflect shifts in volume status which could reflect underlying issues either related to compliance or heart failure.

An approach to obesity in the transplant recipient

Given the foregoing discussion, the obese ESRD patient presenting for transplantation presents a profile that is CV-risk prone if not actually already burdened with established CV disease. With this in mind, the pretransplant evaluation should include a diligent search for and appropriate management of coronary artery disease. Most transplant institutions screen for coronary artery disease with noninvasive tests such as radionuclide stress tests and may proceed directly to coronary angiography in high risk subjects such as diabetics and those with previous history of coronary events. Optimal management of hyperlipidemia, HTN, and diabetes should be instituted and maintained through the time that the patient waits for the transplant. The surgical evaluation is focused on aspects that can impinge on the occurrence of postoperative complications such as hernias and wound dehiscence. This may play a role in regimen selection since certain drugs such as sirolimus may be associated with a higher rate of poor wound healing. Surgeons and nephrologists should inform men and women in a similar manner about the risks of obesity related with kidney transplantation. Pre-anesthesia screening should focus on risks for venous thrombosis and ventilatory failure such as preexisting sleep apnea.

Whether patients should be made to lose weight before transplantation is certainly not clear. Despite the unfavorable effects of obesity on transplant outcome, a high BMI in the dialysis patient is not associated with a universally poor outcome. Importantly, this “risk factor paradox” needs to be kept in mind when one takes into account that most transplant centers either arbitrarily exclude recipients with BMIs in excess of 30 kg/m² or certainly delay a transplant until a recipient can reach some predefined (oftentimes arbitrary) weight target, despite overwhelming and incontrovertible evidence demonstrating the survival advantage of transplantation over dialysis even in the obese.

That renal transplantation continues to confer a survival advantage even in the obese patient was reported by Glanton et al using USRDS data. In comparison to maintenance dialysis, both recipients of solitary cadaveric kidneys (HR 0.39; 95% CI 0.33–0.47) and recipients of living-donor kidneys (HR 0.23; 95% CI 0.16–0.34) had statistically significant improved survival. However, these benefits did not apply to those patients with BMI ≥41 kg/m² (HR 0.47; 95% CI 0.17–1.25; P=0.13).

We submit that every transplant center has had experience with obese candidates and that certainly successful transplantation has been reported in morbidly obese subjects.

If dietary interventions for weight loss are to be instituted, these should be done in a supervised setting with monitoring of nutritional status using markers such as prealbumin under the guidance of a physician and the active participation of an experienced dietician. Bariatric surgery should be considered in appropriate candidates who have been adequately worked for absence of CV disease with appropriate counseling as to complications, including oxalate nephropathy, nephrolithiasis, and diligent attention to expected variability in pharmacokinetics.

In the immediate postoperative period, close attention needs to be paid to prevention of wound infections and deep vein thrombosis. Early ambulation with active institution of physiotherapy at the bedside should be utilized.

The successfully transplanted patient is justifiably elated with the lifting of the dietary sanctions engendered by uremia. In addition, high-dose steroids induce a hyperphagic state and promote the development of obesity. Most patients can be counseled about these changes pretransplant to prevent inordinate gains of weight.

Management of obesity after transplantation is best carried out using a multidisciplinary approach that includes behavior modification, exercise counseling, and extensive and continuing nutritional counseling with appropriate use of group support techniques.

Drugs used to study obesity in the general population have not been well studied in the transplant setting. Sibutramine is of concern given its propensity to raise blood pressure, and orlistat can interfere with intestinal absorption of cyclosporine.
Non-insulin dependent diabetes associated with obesity can be managed by using sulfonylureas and thiazolidinediones. The propensity for fluid retention with the latter must be kept in mind. When appropriate, insulin should be used. These interventions should best be managed in close consultation with or by an endocrinologist experienced in the care of the transplant recipient.

Hyperlipidemia is managed in the usual fashion with statins or fibric acid derivatives and dietary intervention. Given the overall CV risk in these patients, nonselective beta blockers are used to treat HTN. ACE inhibitors are introduced as early as feasible in these subjects and may well forestall progression of proteinuria.60

Management of immunosuppression should pay diligent attention to adherence to tapering of corticosteroids as per protocol. If subjects have had bariatric surgery, absorption of immunosuppressants may be erratic and may require parenteral administration guided by levels.61

In the longstanding obese patient with a transplant, the same multidisciplinary approach should be instituted. Patients desiring to come off steroids should be counseled on the lack of evidence supporting considerable weight loss with this as the sole approach and the definite evidence of increased rejection risk with late steroid withdrawal. The lack of benefit of early corticosteroid avoidance with regard to weight gain has been alluded to above and even with this approach, as noted above, the risk of acute rejection is higher, placing into question the merit of this approach to mitigate weight gain.

In summary the obese renal transplant patient presents a considerable clinical challenge. Obesity compounds perioperative risk and is associated with or may lead to many medical complications of transplantation such as obesity, diabetes, and HTN. Obesity compounds the CV risk accrued by the renal transplant recipient. Obesity is also associated with chronic graft loss, the mechanisms underlying which are not entirely clear. Whether obese patients on the transplant waiting list should lose weight prior to being transplanted or listed for transplantation is a subject of controversy. The optimal management of obesity in renal transplantation and the definition of optimal pathways to minimize risk in this population are works in progress.

Thus, even though obesity is a strong risk factor for graft loss, there is no evidence to suggest that weight loss prior to renal transplantation has a beneficial impact on graft survival. It does remain possible that complication rates can be positively affected by pretransplant weight loss. However, given the negative impact of extended waiting time on dialysis, and the potential nutritional hazard of significant weight loss on dialysis, aggressiveweight loss programs may not be justified prior to renal transplantation.
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